3rd Annual Meeting of EMS on strategy in Meteorology.
16 September 2003, CNR Rome, Marconi Hall

Opening: 09.00 by the EMS-President
Address from American Meteorological Society (Ron McPherson)
Brief report about strategy and main tasks of EMS (Werner Wehry)
Brief report about the EMS Media Committee Meeting held in Rome on 15 June 2003 (Tanja Cegnar)

The following organizations or companies will present their strategies (the lecturers are indicated in parantheses)

09.20: ECMWF (Dominique Marbouy)
09.40: MeteoConsult (Harry Otten)
10.00: MeteoFrance (Jean-Pierre Beysson)
10.20: Vaisala (Pekka Ketonen)

10.40 - 11.10: Coffee
11.10: ESA (Mme Eva Oriol-Pibernat)
11.30: UKMetOffice (Jim Caughey)
11.50: Hungarian Weather Service (Ivan Mersich)
12.10: WNI (Hiro Ishibashi)

12.30 - 14.00 Lunch
14.00: Eumetsat (David Williams)
14.20: DWD (Gerhard Steinhorst)
14.40: SMHI (Göran Ryne)
15.00: OSMER (Stefano Micheletti)

15.20 - 15.50 Coffee
15.50: ZAMG (Fritz Neuwirth)
16.10: KNMI (Janneke Ottens)
16.30: CHMI (Ivan Obrousnik)
16.50: MeteoSwiss (Daniel Keuerleber)
17.10: UGM (Roberto Sorani)

Thursday 18 September afternoon
Special Joint ECAM/EMS session on "The Future of Satellites in Meteorology" chaired by Prof. Lebeau, Société Météorologique de France

14.00: WMO (Don Hinsman, to be confirmed)
14.30: Eumetsat (Alain Ratier)
15.00: ESA (José Achache)
15.30: ECMWF (Tony Hollingsworth)
16.00: Round Table
17.00: End of the Special Session